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Abstract: We describe three-dimensional magic-angle-spinning NMR experiments for the simultaneous
measurement of multiple carbon-nitrogen distances in uniformly 13C,15N-labeled solids. The approaches
employ transferred echo double resonance (TEDOR) for 13C-15N coherence transfer and 15N and 13C
frequency labeling for site-specific resolution, and build on several previous 3D TEDOR techniques. The
novel feature of the 3D TEDOR pulse sequences presented here is that they are specifically designed to
circumvent the detrimental effects of homonuclear 13C-13C J-couplings on the measurement of weak 13C-
15N dipolar couplings. In particular, homonuclear J-couplings lead to two undesirable effects: (i) they generate
anti-phase and multiple-quantum (MQ) spin coherences, which lead to spurious cross-peaks and phase-
twisted lines in the 2D 15N-13C correlation spectra, and thus degrade the spectral resolution and prohibit
the extraction of reliable cross-peak intensities, and (ii) they significantly reduce cross-peak intensities for
strongly J-coupled 13C sites (e.g., CO and CR). The first experiment employs z-filter periods to suppress
the anti-phase and MQ coherences and generates 2D spectra with purely absorptive peaks for all TEDOR
mixing times. The second approach uses band-selective 13C pulses to refocus J-couplings between 13C
spins within the selective pulse bandwidth and 13C spins outside the bandwidth. The internuclear distances
are extracted by using a simple analytical model, which accounts explicitly for multiple spin-spin couplings
contributing to cross-peak buildup. The experiments are demonstrated in two U-13C,15N-labeled peptides,
N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu (N-ac-VL) and N-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe (N-f-MLF), where 20 and 26 13C-15N
distances up to ∼5-6 Å were measured, respectively. Of the measured distances, 10 in N-ac-VL and 13
in N-f-MLF are greater than 3 Å and provide valuable structural constraints.

Introduction

Recent advances in magic-angle-spinning (MAS) solid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) instrumentation and
methodology1-3 have greatly extended the applicability of
SSNMR from selectively to multiply13C,15N-labeled peptides
and proteins. At moderate magnetic field strengths of 7-14 T
(1H Larmor frequencies of 300-600 MHz), complete sequence-
specific13C and15N resonance assignments have been obtained
for several uniformly13C,15N-labeled microcrystalline peptides4,5

and peptides that self-assemble to form amyloid fibrils,6,7 and
partial resonance assignments were determined for the 76-

residue human ubiquitin.8,9 At magnetic fields of 17.5-19 T
(1H Larmor frequencies of 750-800 MHz), resonance assign-
ments for several uniformly13C,15N-labeled proteins have been
recently presented.10-13 Specifically, partial assignments have
been obtained for the 58-residue bovine pancreatic trypsin
inhibitor (BPTI)10 and the 150 kDa LH2 light-harvesting
membrane-protein complex,11 and nearly complete sequence-
specific13C and15N12 and nonexchangeable1H13 assignments
have been reported for the 62-residueR-spectrin SH3 domain.

Site-specific resonance assignments are a source of valuable
structural information in biomolecular solution- and solid-state
NMR because the difference between the experimentally
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observed isotropic chemical shifts and the corresponding random
coil values can be used to predict the conformation of the protein
backbone.14-20 Additional information about secondary and
tertiary structure in solid-phase peptides and proteins can be
obtained from direct measurements of homo- and heteronuclear
dipolar couplings, reintroduced during MAS by using dipolar
recoupling techniques.1-3 The experiments used for sequential
resonance assignments generally exploit the strongest spin-
spin interactions and are relatively straightforward to implement
in uniformly 13C,15N-labeled systems. On the other hand, long-
range distance measurements in these systems are more
complicated. The nuclei form a tightly coupled network via
through-space (dipolar coupling) and through-bond (J-coupling)
spin-spin interactions; consequently, the strongest couplings
can interfere with the accurate determination of the weaker
ones.21-25 In the following, we will focus our attention on the
problem of heteronuclear13C-15N recoupling in multiple-spin
systems, with the ultimate goal of measuring multiple carbon-
nitrogen distances simultaneously in uniformly13C,15N-labeled
peptides and proteins.

A number of experiments have been developed to reintroduce
the dipolar coupling between a pair of low-γ spinI ) 1/2 nuclei
(e.g.,13C, 15N, 31P) during MAS.1-3 Some of the most robust
and versatile heteronuclear recoupling experiments are derived
from rotational echo double resonance (REDOR)26,27 and the
closely related transferred echo double resonance (TEDOR).28,29

(Applications of these methods to systems of importance in
biology and materials science have been summarized in several
recent reviews.1-3,30) During REDOR,26,27 the I-S dipolar
coupling is reintroduced by a train of rotor-synchronized 180°
pulses applied to theS-spins. This results in the dephasing of
the I-spin-echo with a modulation frequency proportional to
the magnitude of the dipolar coupling. TEDOR28,29 (the basic
pulse sequence consists of two REDOR periods bracketing a
pair of 90° pulses onI- andS-spins) acts to transfer magnetiza-
tion between dipolar coupledI andSnuclei, where the buildup
of theS-spin magnetization is proportional to the magnitude of
theI-Sdipolar coupling. TEDOR coherence transfer dynamics
are analogous to the well-known solution-state INEPT experi-
ment,31 which uses the heteronuclearJ-coupling to achieve
coherence transfer, and solid-state INEPT experiments,32 for
which coherence transfer is accomplished via heteronuclear
dipolar couplings. While REDOR and TEDOR are both well-

established for selectively13C,15N-labeled samples, their ap-
plication to multiply labeled systems is less straightforward.
Depending on the details of the particular experiment, the
recoupling dynamics can depend on multiple spin-spin cou-
plings and their relative orientations, which potentially com-
plicates accurate measurements of weak13C-15N dipolar
couplings.24

Various experiments based on REDOR and TEDOR have
been proposed to circumvent the problems associated with
multiple-spin systems.33-46 Most recently, we described a
frequency-selective REDOR (FSR)43 experiment and demon-
strated its applications to uniformly13C,15N-labeled peptides
and proteins.43,47 The experiment was specifically developed
to perform accurate site-specific measurements of weak13C-
15N dipolar couplings in U-13C,15N-labeled samples. Accord-
ingly, for a tripeptideN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe (N-f-MLF),
16 13C-15N distances up to∼6 Å were measured by using FSR
with ∼0.1-0.3 Å precision43 and used in combination with
multiple dihedral angle constraints48 to calculate the three-
dimensional high-resolution structure of N-f-MLF.49 In the
special case of a biological macromolecule exhibiting sufficient
13C and 15N chemical shift resolution, frequency-selective
REDOR was applied to a 248-residue membrane protein,
bacteriorhodopsin, to determine two distances between the
retinal Schiff base nitrogen and carboxyl groups of aspartate
residues, D85 and D212, across the active site.47

In the following we discuss three-dimensional heteronuclear
correlation (HETCOR) experiments, which are designed to
simultaneouslymeasure multiple long-range carbon-nitrogen
distances in uniformly13C,15N-labeled samples. During a 3D
HETCOR experiment, a series of 2DI-S chemical shift
correlation spectra are recorded as a function of the duration of
theI-Scoherence transfer period (also referred to as the mixing
time); for distance measurements the coherence transfer proceeds
via I-S dipolar couplings. Cross-peaks located at (ΩSj,ΩIi) in
the 2D spectra, whereΩIi and ΩSj are the isotropic chemical
shifts of the ith I-spin and thejth S-spin, respectively, are
observed only forI-S spin pairs having a sufficiently strong
dipolar coupling, and the buildup of cross-peak intensities as a
function of the mixing time provides information aboutI-S
distances in a site-specific fashion. The experiments discussed
here employ TEDOR for13C-15N coherence transfer and build
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on 3D TEDOR techniques described previously by Fyfe and
co-workers,33 van Eck and Veeman,34 and Michal and Jelinski.35

We note that a 3D HETCOR experiment of this type based on
band-selective13C-15N cross-polarization4,50 has also been
discussed.51

The previous 3D TEDOR pulse sequences,33,34 where the
initial S-spin magnetization is frequency labeled and transferred
by using TEDOR to theI-spins for detection, are not directly
applicable to uniformly13C,15N-labeled systems, because13C-
13C dipolar and/or13C and15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA)
interactions are active during the mixing period and interfere
with the13C-15N coherence transfer process. These 3D TEDOR
experiments were recently extended to multiple13C,15N spin
systems by Michal and Jelinski,35 who described an approach
where the initial13C magnetization is transferred to15N for
frequency labeling and subsequently transferred back to13C for
detection; the resulting experiment is relatively insensitive to
strong13C-13C dipolar couplings and significant13C and15N
CSA interactions. While this modified 3D TEDOR experiment35

addresses many of the problems associated with uniformly
13C,15N-labeled samples, it is not explicitly compensated for
homonuclear13C-13C J-couplings (J ) 30-60 Hz in pep-
tides52), which interfere with the measurement of weak13C-
15N dipolar couplings. These homonuclearJ-couplings generate
anti-phase and multiple-quantum (MQ) spin coherences during
the mixing period, which lead to spurious cross-peaks and phase-
twisted lines in the 2D spectra, and prohibit the extraction of
reliable cross-peak intensities. These problems become particu-
larly severe for mixing times on the order oftmix ≈ 1/(2J).
Furthermore, the cross-peaks are modulated by theJ-evolution,
which leads to significantly reduced intensities for strongly
J-coupled13C sites (e.g., CO and CR).

In this paper, we describe two modified 3D TEDOR experi-
ments specifically designed to address the problems associated
with the homonuclearJ-couplings. The first approach employs
z-filter periods to suppress the anti-phase and MQ coherences,
generates 2D15N-13C correlation spectra with pure absorption
mode peaks for all TEDOR mixing times, and provides
information about all carbon-nitrogen distances simultaneously.
The second approach uses band-selective13C pulses to refocus
J-couplings between13C spins within the selective pulse
bandwidth and13C spins outside the bandwidth and is particu-
larly applicable to distance measurements involving strongly
J-coupled13C sites (homonuclearJ-decoupling of this type has
been used previously in solution- and solid-state NMR experi-
ments42,43,53,54). The 13C-15N distances are extracted by using
a simple analytical model, which accounts explicitly for multiple
spin-spin interactions contributing to cross-peak buildup. The
methods are demonstrated in model U-13C,15N-labeled peptides,
N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu andN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe, where
20 and 2613C-15N distances up to∼5-6 Å were measured,
respectively.

Experimental Section

NMR Experiments. NMR spectra were recorded at 11.7 T (500.1
MHz 1H, 125.8 MHz13C, 50.7 MHz15N) by using a custom-designed
spectrometer (courtesy of Dr. David J. Ruben) with a Chemagnetics
(Fort Collins, CO) triple-resonance MAS probe. The probe was
equipped with a 4.0 mm Chemagnetics spinning module. The spinning
frequency of 10.0 kHz was used in the experiments and regulated to
(5 Hz with a Doty Scientific (Columbia, SC) spinning frequency
controller. Samples were centerpacked in the rotors to minimize the
effects of rf inhomogeneity. The 3D TEDOR pulse sequences are shown
in Figure 1 and described in detail in the Theoretical Background section
below. Unless otherwise indicated, the15N REDORπ pulse length was
10 µs, the13C and15N π/2 pulses were 5µs, the TPPM decoupling
was∼100 kHz (total phase difference, 12°; TPPM pulse length, 5.0
µs) during mixing and∼83 kHz (total phase difference, 12°; TPPM
pulse length, 6.0µs) duringt1 andt2, the CW decoupling was 100 kHz,
and the13C band-selective Gaussian pulse (Figure 1b) was 0.4 ms,
divided into 64 increments, and truncated at 1% of the maximum
amplitude.

U-13C,15N-Labeled Peptides.The peptides used in the experiments
were [U-13C,15N]N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu (N-ac-VL) andN-formyl-[U-
13C,15N]L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe (N-f-MLF). The U-13C,15N-labeled amino
acids and [1,2-13C]acetic anhydride used in the peptide synthesis were
purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA). N-ac-
VL and N-f-MLF were synthesized by Synpep (Dublin, CA) and
American Peptide (Sunnyvale, CA), respectively, using standard solid-
phase methods and purified by HPLC. To minimize the effects of
intermolecular couplings on the measured distances, the U-13C,15N-
labeled peptides were diluted in the respective natural abundance
peptides followed by recrystallization from appropriate solvents: N-ac-
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Figure 1. 3D z-filtered TEDOR (a) and 3D band-selective TEDOR (b)
pulse sequences. Narrow and wide solid rectangles representπ/2 andπ
pulses, respectively. During REDOR, twoπ pulses per rotor period are
applied on the15N channel and phase cycled according to thexy-4 scheme.56

The short delay,τ, ensures that the total delay between the REDOR mixing
periods is equal to an integer number of rotor cycles and is required for
efficient reconversion of anti-phase coherences into observable13C mag-
netization. In (a), the modifications to the recently described 3D TEDOR
experiment35 are highlighted by gray rectangles. The modifications consist
of two z-filter periods,∆, which eliminate multiple-quantum and anti-phase
spin coherences generated by13C-13C J-evolution (see text for details).
During the z-filters, a weak proton rf field,ωrf ≈ ωr, was applied57 to
facilitate the rapid dephasing of transverse13C spin coherences via the
contact with the abundant proton bath. In (b), band-selective13C Gaussian
π pulses refocus13C-13C J-couplings to nuclei outside theπ pulse
bandwidth. The phase cycles were as follow: (a)φ1 ) 16×(1) 16×(3), φ2

) 1, φ3 ) 13, φ4 ) 2244,φ5 ) 11112222 33334444,φrec’r ) 42241331
24423113 24423113 42241331; (b)φ1 ) 8×(1) 8×(3), φ2 ) 1, φ3 ) 13,
φ4 ) 11223344,φrec’r ) 31241342 13423124, where 1) x, 2 ) y, 3 ) -x,
4 ) -y. All remaining pulses (except15N π pulses during REDOR which
were phase cycledxy - 4 and1H spin-lock which had phasey) have phase
x. Hypercomplex data were acquired by shiftingφ3 according to Ruben
and co-workers.58
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VL was diluted to∼20% and crystallized from a 1:1 (v/v) H2O:acetone
solution,55 and N-f-MLF was diluted to∼10% and crystallized from
2-propanol.4,43

Theoretical Background

3D TEDOR Pulse Sequences.The 3D TEDOR experiments
are presented in Figure 1. The 3Dz-filtered TEDOR sequence
(Figure 1a) (also denoted in the following as 3D ZF TEDOR)
provides information about all13C-15N dipolar couplings
simultaneously. The 3D band-selective TEDOR sequence (3D
BASE TEDOR) shown in Figure 1b probes dipolar couplings
for 13C spins within the selective pulse bandwidth and is
particularly applicable to distance measurements involving sites
with strong13C-13C J-couplings (e.g., CO and CR).

The desired TEDOR coherence transfer pathway for a
heteronuclearI-S spin pair (I and S represent13C and 15N,
respectively) with the effective dipolar coupling,ω, is

The transverseI-spin (13C) magnetization is created by using
ramped cross-polarization from protons.59 Subsequently, a
REDOR sequence,26,27 initiated for a timetmix/2, reintroduces
theI-Sdipolar coupling and generatesI-spin coherence in anti-
phase with respect to theS-spin (∼IySz). The first pair of 90°
pulses on theI- andS-spins results in coherence transfer to the
S-spin (∼IzSy). This coherence is frequency labeled int1 with
theS-spin chemical shift,ΩS. The second pair of 90° pulses on
the I- and S-spins transfer the coherence back to theI-spin
(∼IySz). The resulting anti-phase coherence is reconverted into
observable I-spin magnetization (∼Ix) during the second
REDOR period and frequency labeled with theI-spin chemical
shift, ΩI, during the acquisition of the FID int2. Assuming
quadrature detection int1 and t2,52,60 a Fourier transformation
of the time-domain data results in a 2D spectrum with a cross-
peak at the frequency (ΩS,ΩI). For each crystallite in the powder
sample, the cross-peak intensity is modulated as a function of
the mixing time,tmix, according to sin2(ωtmix/2).

In our implementation of 3D TEDOR experiments for
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled samples, all REDOR pulses are
applied on the15N channel to avoid the recoupling of13C
spins61,62 and phased according to thexy-4 scheme56 to
compensate for pulse imperfections and resonance offset effects

(pulse timings have been described in detail elsewhere43). The
MQ and anti-phase terms in the density matrix created by
homonuclearJ-evolution are suppressed by using twoz-filter
periods, ∆, highlighted by gray rectangles. For 3D BASE
TEDOR, the band-selective13C pulse, centered in the period
occupying an even number of rotor cycles (2mτr), refocuses
homonuclearJ-couplings. The influence of proton couplings
during the 13C-15N recoupling periods is attenuated by a
combination of continuous-wave (CW) and two-pulse phase
modulation (TPPM)63 decoupling, as described in detail previ-
ously.43 TPPM decoupling was used duringt1 andt2. The delay,
τ, following t1 evolution ensures that the total delay between
the REDOR mixing periods is equal to an integral number of
rotor cycles and is crucial to the efficient reconversion of anti-
phase coherences to observable13C magnetization.

Spin Dynamics in U-13C,15N-Labeled Systems.We consider
a uniformly 13C,15N-labeled sample spinning rapidly about the
magic angle (θm ) tan-1 x2) at a frequency far from rotational
resonance conditions.64 For the 3D TEDOR pulse sequence
shown in Figure 1a, the spin system can be considered to evolve
under isotropic chemical shifts and homonuclearJ-couplings
during the free evolution periods,t1 and t2,

and under the recoupled heteronuclear dipolar interactions and
homonuclearJ-couplings during the two REDOR mixing
periods,tmix,

In the above expressions,I andSangular momentum operators
represent the13C and15N spins, respectively,ΩI and ΩS are
the13C and15N isotropic chemical shifts, andJ is the13C-13C
J-coupling constant (in hertz).ω is the orientation-dependent
effective13C-15N dipolar coupling reintroduced by the REDOR
sequence (a detailed expression forω can be found in ref 43
and references therein), which is a function of the dipolar
coupling constant,D (in hertz), and hence the internuclear
distance,r:

Since all terms in eqs 1 and 2 commute with each other, the
time evolution of spin coherences can be derived by using
straightforward product-operator calculations.65 A detailed
analysis of the spin dynamics for a simple multiple-spin system
(I2-S) was performed explicitly. Complete results are presented
in the Appendix, and the most important points are summarized
below. The main conclusion of the analysis is that the presence
of a network of multipleJ-coupled13C spins causes serious
limitations for measuring weak13C-15N dipolar couplings in
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled systems by using 3D TEDOR schemes,
which are not explicitly compensated for homonuclearJ-
couplings.
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To derive the basic spin dynamics for 3D TEDOR experi-
ments, it is sufficient to monitor the evolution of the transverse
magnetization for only one of13C nuclei in theI2-S system,
for instanceI1x. During the REDOR mixing period, the initial
density operator evolves under the Hamiltonian in eq 2
according to

where

andω1 andJ represent theI1-Sdipolar coupling and theI1-I2

J-coupling, respectively.
Equation 4 highlights the fundamental problems associated

with the presence of homonuclearJ-couplings during REDOR
mixing. The initial transverse13C magnetization evolves not
only into 13C-15N anti-phase spin coherences (∼IySz), which
generate the desired cross-peaks at (ΩS,ΩI) in the 2D correlation
spectra and give useful information about13C-15N distances,
but also into multiple-spin coherences that depend on13C-13C
correlations. These are represented by zero-quantum (ZQ) and
double-quantum (DQ) coherences with respect to the13C spin
operators (∼I1xI2ySy) at the end of the first REDOR (excitation)
period, followed by 90° pulses on theI andSchannels, and by
anti-phase coherences (∼I1yI2z) at the end of the second REDOR
(reconversion) period. Evolution of these spurious coherences
during t1 and t2 leads to severe distortions in the resulting 2D
spectra. As shown in detail in the Appendix, additional cross-
peaks occur in the indirect dimension, and phase-twisted line
shapes develop along both spectral dimensions with increasing
mixing time. These artifacts, which are not related toI-Sdipolar
couplings, degrade the spectral resolution and prohibit the
extraction of reliable cross-peak intensities.

Two improved 3D TEDOR schemes are proposed to com-
pensate for the detrimental effects of homonuclearJ-couplings.
In the 3D ZF TEDOR pulse sequence (Figure 1a), the spurious
cross-peaks and phase-twisted line shapes are suppressed by
inserting twoz-filters (highlighted by gray rectangles) prior to
t1 and t2 free evolution periods. During the filtering periods,
the spin coherences which give purely absorptive lines are stored
longitudinally, while those responsible for the occurrence of
anti-phase signals remain in the transverse plane and are rapidly
dephased through the interaction with the abundant proton bath.
The resulting 2D spectra contain a purely absorptive cross-peak
located at (ΩNj,ΩCi) for each dipolar coupled carbon-nitrogen
spin pair,Ci-Nj. The cross-peak intensity is given by

Here, Vi(0) is the reference intensity for theith 13C spin in the
one-dimensional cross-polarization experiment,ωij is the active
13C-15N dipolar coupling which generates the cross-peak
located at (ΩNj,ΩCi), Ni is the number of15N spins simulta-
neously coupled to theith 13C nucleus, the summation indexk
runs overni passive dipolar couplings,ωik, whereni ) Ni - 1,
〈...〉 represents the average over different crystallites in the
powder, and the summation indexl runs overmi

13C spins
J-coupled to theith 13C spin. We note that for an isolatedI-S
spin pair with noI-spinJ-coupling partners and in the absence
of relaxation, the maximum achievable cross-peak intensity is
approximately 52% of the reference cross-polarization inten-
sity.29 In a model spin pair, [2-13C,15N]glycine with D ≈ 900
Hz, we have achieved a TEDOR coherence transfer efficiency
of ∼45% of the cross-polarization signal, which compares well
with the theoretical maximum of 52% (data not shown).

3D ZF TEDOR allows all carbon-nitrogen distances to be
measured simultaneously in a single 3D experiment. For the
ith 13C resonance located at frequencyΩCi in the direct
dimension, a pattern ofNi cross-peaks emerges in the indirect
dimension with increasing mixing time. Qualitatively, each
(ΩNj,ΩCi) cross-peak builds up at a rate which directly reflects
the strength of the corresponding active dipolar coupling,ωij,
andNi provides information about the effective size of the13C-
15N spin cluster (i.e., number of15N spins simultaneously
coupled to theith 13C spin, for which the13C-15N couplings
are sufficiently strong for the cross-peaks to be detectable
experimentally). For the most accurate distance measurements,
however, the dependencies on all interaction parameters included
in eq 6, as well as the influence of relaxation and experimental
imperfections, must be rigorously taken into account (see
Internuclear Distance Measurements section below for details).

Although the 3D ZF TEDOR pulse sequence suppresses13C
coherences responsible for artifacts in the 2D spectra, the
distribution of the initial magnetization among multiple coher-
ences reduces the amount of the available spin order that is
stored in13C-15N dipolar correlations. Quantitatively, this is
described in eq 6 by theJ-modulation of cross-peak intensities
(contained in the cos2(πJtmix/2) terms), where the extent of the
modulation for a particular13C site depends on the exact
coupling topology (i.e., number ofJ-coupled13C spins and the
corresponding coupling strengths). In Figure 2, we present a
series of simulated TEDOR cross-peak buildup curves for a 50
Hz dipolar coupling (corresponding to a13C-15N distance of 4
Å) and severalJ-coupling topologies typical for U-13C-labeled
peptides. The cross-peak intensities in the presence ofJ-
couplings are found to be reduced approximately 2- to 5-fold
for the various topologies investigated. As expected, the effects
are the smallest for weaklyJ-coupled13C sites (e.g., side chain
CH3 groups) and most severe for strongly coupled sites (e.g.,
CO and CR); this limits the range of13C-15N dipolar couplings
observable experimentally for stronglyJ-coupled13C nuclei by
using 3D ZF TEDOR.

HomonuclearJ-couplings can be suppressed in solid-state
NMR experiments by using band-selective refocusing pulses
as demonstrated previously,42,43,54 and here we have adapted
this J-decoupling strategy in the context of 3D TEDOR
experiments. The resulting band-selective experiment (3D BASE
TEDOR) shown in Figure 1b refocuses homonuclearJ-couplings
between13C spins within the selective pulse bandwidth and13C

I1x98
REDOR

I1xcω1cJ + 2I1yI2zcω1sJ + 2I1ySzsω1cJ - 4I1xI2zSzsω1sJ (4)

sω1 ) sin(ω1tmix/2)

cω1 ) cos(ω1tmix/2)

sJ ) sin(πJtmix/2)

cJ ) cos(πJtmix/2) (5)

Vij(tmix) ) Vi(0)〈sin2(ωij tmix/2) ∏
k)1*j

Ni

cos2(ωiktmix/2)〉 ∏
l)1*i

mi

cos2(πJiltmix/2) (6)
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spins outside the bandwidth, and extends the range of13C-15N
distances that can be measured for stronglyJ-coupled13C sites.
Assuming that13C-13C J-couplings between nuclei within the
selective pulse bandwidth are negligible, the REDOR mixing
Hamiltonian is purely dipolar:

where the summation indexj runs over13C spins inverted by
the selective pulse. The cross-peak intensities are given by

where all terms have been defined in eq 6. We note that
homonuclearJ-decoupling is achieved at the expense of distance
measurements being limited to those13C spins having resonance
frequencies within the selective pulse bandwidth, which requires
the acquisition of multiple 3D NMR spectra to cover the full
13C spectral window.

Internuclear Distance Measurements.In principle, inter-
nuclear distances from theNi

15N nuclei dipolar coupled to the
ith 13C spin can be determined from the 3D ZF TEDOR
experiment by fitting the buildup of cross-peaks located at
(ΩNk,ΩCi) in the 2D spectra, wherek ) 1, 2, ...,Ni, with a set
of Ni equations of the form given in eq 6, which depend onNi

dipolar couplings andmi J-couplings. For 3D BASE TEDOR
the J-couplings can be neglected (see eq 8). In addition,
parameters describing relaxation and experimental imperfections
must be included in the simulations. The major difficulty
associated with this approach is that the cross-peak buildup
exhibits a formal dependence on the relative orientation of the
Ni dipolar couplings. This would require the use of Euler angles
describing the orientations of all dipolar tensors as additional
fit parameters, which is impractical.

Instead, we use a simple analytical model to fit the cross-
peak intensities and extract carbon-nitrogen distances. The
approach is based on Bessel function expansions of dipolar-

dephasing NMR signals derived by Mueller,66 and it provides
an approximate description of the TEDOR spin dynamics, which
depends on dipolar coupling magnitudes alone and is free of
geometric parameters. Below, we summarize the main features
of the model and evaluate its utility for distance measurements
by comparison with “exact” TEDOR cross-peak buildup simula-
tions for anI-S2 spin system.

As shown in detail by Mueller,66 the cosine-modulated
REDOR dipolar dephasing signal for individual crystallites in
a powder sample can be written:

Here,ω is the orientation-dependent effective13C-15N dipolar
coupling reintroduced by the REDOR sequence (cf. eq 2),t is
a generalized time variable,D is the dipolar coupling constant
(cf. eq 3), J0(x) is a Bessel function of zeroth order, and
f(Jk(x),â,γ) is a complicated expression which depends on
infinite series of Bessel functions,Jk(x), and Euler angles,â
and γ, describing the orientation of the dipolar tensor in the
rotor-fixed reference frame. The first few terms of the Bessel
function expansion provide an excellent description of the
powder-averaged REDOR dephasing signal;66 in fact, theJ0(x)
term alone gives a reasonable approximation. These observations
are equally valid for TEDOR experiments.66

Utilizing such a zeroth-order approximation, we proceed to
describe the 3D TEDOR experiments by neglecting all orienta-
tion dependent terms in eq 9. The resulting simulation model
consists of a set ofNi equations, which are used to simulta-
neously fit the buildup ofNi cross-peaks corresponding to the
ith 13C nucleus:

For 3D ZF TEDOR, the expression forΛi is given by

whereas for the band-selective experiment, theJ-coupling terms
can be neglected:

Most terms in eqs 10-12 have been defined in eqs 6 and 9.

(66) Mueller, K. T.J. Magn. Reson. A1995, 113, 81-93.

Figure 2. TEDOR cross-peak buildup curves simulated by using eq 6 for
a 13C-15N spin pair with the dipolar couplingD ) 50 Hz (r ) 4 Å). The
13C-15N spin pair is considered to be either isolated (thick solid line) or in
the presence of one or two additionalJ-coupled13C nuclei. For each coupling
topology, the strengths of the13C-13C J-couplings are given in the inset
(values typical for U-13C-labeled peptides were used), and the buildup curves
were multiplied by exp(-Γtmix), with Γ ) 50 s-1, to model relaxation effects.
For these and all other TEDOR buildup curves shown in this paper, the
cross-peak intensities are given as a percentage of the13C signal in a
reference one-dimensional cross-polarization experiment (i.e.,V(0) ) 100
in eq 6).
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The relaxation of spin coherences due to insufficient proton
decoupling is modeled as a single exponential with the relaxation
rate, Γi. The constant,λi, describes the amplitude scaling of
cross-peaks, which can arise from experimental imperfections,
higher order CSA and13C-13C, 1H-13C, and1H-15N dipolar
coupling effects, and possible systematic deviations associated
with the description of experimental data using the approximate
model (see discussion below). For the peptides investigated here,
amplitude scaling factors were in theλ ) 0.5-1.0 range, and
typical relaxation rates wereΓ ) 50-150 s-1. The use of single
λi andΓi parameters to fit all cross-peaks corresponding to the
ith 13C spin reduces the number of required fit parameters and
is justified because the experimental and internal molecular
parameters contributing to relaxation and amplitude scaling for
each of the (ΩNk,ΩCi) cross-peaks do not depend on whether a
given13C-15N coupling is active or passive (cf. eq 6). We note
here that we have attempted to use separate two-dimensional
spin-echo experiments with13C-13C J-decoupling42 to inde-
pendently determine the13C relaxation rate,Γ. For the majority
of 13C sites in N-ac-VL, the spin-echo relaxation rates were
found to be somewhat smaller than the values ofΓ giving the
best fits to cross-peaks observed in the 3D TEDOR experiments,
and they can therefore be used to provide a lower bound forΓ.

In summary, the main features of the simulation model are
the following: (i) for theith 13C nucleus coupled toNi

15N spins,
all Ni

13C-15N distances are determined by simultaneously
fitting the experimentally observed buildup of cross-peaks
located at (ΩNk,ΩCi), k ) 1, 2, ...,Ni, using eqs 10-12 with Ni

+ 2 fit parameters (Ni dipolar coupling constants,Dik, a
relaxation rate,Γi, and an amplitude scaling factor,λi); (ii) no
knowledge of dipolar tensor orientations and no powder
averaging are required; and (iii) the cross-peak intensities at
long mixing times are inversely proportional to the number of
15N spins,Ni, simultaneously coupled to the13C nucleus,Vik(tmix)
∝ (2Ni)-1, which places a practical limit on the magnitude of
the weakest13C-15N couplings that can be determined by using
3D TEDOR methods (for the di- and tripeptides investigated
in this work, 13C-15N dipolar couplings corresponding to
distances in the 4-6 Å regime could be determined). We note
that, for 3D ZF TEDOR, the buildup of cross-peaks for theith
13C nucleus also depends on the coupling topology of themi

J-coupled13C nuclei (cf. eq 11). These parameters are held
constant in the simulations since13C-13C J-couplings in
peptides do not vary significantly for different types of couplings
(i.e., CO-CR, CR-Câ, etc.).52 We measured the13C-13C
J-couplings (see Table 1) inN-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu and found
them to be clustered closely around the reported average
values.52 For N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu cross-peak simulations, the
experimentally determinedJ-couplings were used. ForN-formyl-

L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe, theJ-coupling constants were not explicitly
determined, and in simulations we used the values1JCO-CR )
55 Hz and1JCR-Câ ) 1JCâ-Cγ ) 1JCγ-Cδ ) 34 Hz.

Uncertainties in the Measured Distances.In the following
section, we discuss the uncertainties in distances determined
by using 3D TEDOR experiments. Specifically, we have
investigated the errors due to (i) random noise, (ii) use of
incorrect values of13C-13C J-coupling constants in 3D ZF
TEDOR simulations, and (iii) use of approximate analytical
expressions in eqs 10-12 to model the cross-peak buildup. For
the model peptides investigated here, we have found that
carbon-nitrogen distances could be measured with a relative
precision of approximately(10-20%, where the uncertainty
is mainly attributed to the use of the approximate simulation
model.

The effects of random noise were evaluated by using a Monte
Carlo approach.67 For each set ofNi experimental cross-peak
buildup curves corresponding to theith 13C spin, a large number
of sets of buildup curves (N g 1000) were generated by adding
to each mixing time point a random amount of noise with a
Gaussian probability distribution (the width of the distribution
was determined by the experimental signal-to-noise ratio
measured from the 2D spectra). Each set of generated curves
was subsequently fit by using a grid of simulated cross-peak
buildup curves, where each curve in the grid was calculated as
a function of the internuclear distances, relaxation rate, and
scaling factor. The fitting was performed for theN random noise
trials, and best-fit parameters for each trial were stored. The
best-fit results for each trial were subsequently used to generate
probability distribution plots for the different fit parameters; the
final best-fit distances were extracted from the average of the
distribution, and the width of the distribution provided a measure
of the random error in the measured distances. The signal-to-

(67) Press, W. H.; Teukolsky, S. A.; Vetterling, W. T.; Flannery, B. P.Numeri-
cal Recipes in C; Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1996.

Table 1. Carbon-Carbon J-Coupling Constants in
N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leua

atoms 1JCC (Hz) atoms 1JCC (Hz)

Ac(CO) Ac(CR) 51 Val(Câ) Val(Cγ1) 35
Val(CO) Val(CR) 52 Val(Câ) Val(Cγ2) 32
Leu(CO) Leu(CR) 61 Leu(Câ) Leu(Cγ) 37
Val(CR) Val(Câ) 35 Leu(Cγ) Leu(Cδ1) 35
Leu(CR) Leu(Câ) 34 Leu(Cγ) Leu(Cδ2) 28

a Coupling constants were measured by using a two-dimensional spin-
echo sequence described elsewhere.42 In fitting the experimentalJ-dephasing
curves, we assumed the contributions from2JCC and weaker couplings to
be negligible.

Figure 3. Comparison of the approximate simulation model with average
Hamiltonian simulations for anI-S2 spin system. A grid of TEDOR buildup
curves based on average Hamiltonian theory was generated by using eq 8
for pairs of dipolar couplings with different magnitudes and relative
orientations (see text for details). The AHT TEDOR simulations were
subsequently fit by using the approximate analytical model in eq 10. Perfect
agreement between the input distances used for the AHT calculations and
best-fit distances obtained by using the approximate model is indicated by
the solid line of slope 1.0. Discrepancies between the input and best-fit
distances of(10% and(20% are indicated by the dashed and dotted lines,
respectively.
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noise ratio for the model peptides investigated here was
relatively high, and for the majority of13C sites the errors in
the measured distances due to random noise were found to be
less than(0.1 Å.

For 3D ZF TEDOR, the effect of using incorrect13C-13C
J-coupling constants (cf. eq 11) on the13C-15N distance

measurements was also investigated. ForN-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu,
where the exact values of theJ-couplings are known (see Table
1), we found that the best-fit distances were not appreciably
affected when incorrectJ-couplings (which differed by as much
as(25% from the actual values) were used in the simulations.
Quantitatively, the differences in the best-fit13C-15N distances
were less than(0.1 Å for distances in the 4 Å regime.

As noted above, the approximate model used to describe the
buildup of cross-peaks in the 2D spectra is the main source of
uncertainty in the13C-15N distances measured by using 3D
TEDOR experiments. To quantify these systematic errors, we
have compared the approximate model described in eq 10 with
“exact” powder-averaged simulations based on average Hamil-
tonian theory (AHT)68 (see eq 8) for a modelI-S2 spin system.
A grid of exact simulations was generated by using eq 8 for
pairs of dipolar couplings with varying magnitudes and relative
orientations. Specifically, the buildup curves were calculated

Figure 4. X-ray crystal structure ofN-Acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu.69

Figure 5. Representative two-dimensional slices from broadband 3D TEDOR experiments in [U-13C,15N]N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu. Spectra were recorded by
using the pulse sequence in Figure 1a, without (a-c) and with (d-f) z-filters. The experiments demonstrate that the use ofz-filters eliminates the detrimental
effects of13C-13C J-couplings and leads to pure absorption mode spectra (see text for details). Positive and negative contours are shown in blue and red,
respectively. The experiments were performed at 500 MHz1H frequency,ωr/2π ) 10 kHz( 5 Hz, andz-filter delays of∆ ) 200µs were used. Additional
experimental parameters are described in the text. The 3D data set used to extract carbon-nitrogen distances was recorded by using thez-filtered sequence
as (11, 1024, 16) points in (t1, t2, tmix), with time increments of (2.0, 0.02, 1.2) ms, resulting in acquisition times of (20.0, 20.5, 18.0) ms. Each FID was
64 scans, the recycle delay was 3 s, and (t1, t2) points were acquired as complex pairs for phase-sensitive detection,58 yielding a total measurement time of
∼20 h.
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for mixing timestmix ) 0-20 ms. Distances between 1.2 and
5.0 Å were used with a 0.1 Å increment, and for each pair of
couplings the angle,θ, between the dipolar vectors was varied
between 0° and 90° in 10° increments (the amplitude scaling
factor and relaxation rate were set toλ ) 0.5 andΓ ) 50 s-1,
respectively, for the exact simulations). Subsequently, each exact
simulation in the grid was fit by using a grid of approximate
simulations generated by using eq 10 for distances in the 1.0-
7.0 Å range, where the parametersλ and Γ were allowed to
vary freely during the fit.

The results of fitting the exact AHT simulations by using
the approximate analytical model are presented in Figure 3.
Overall, the analytical model provides a good description of
the spin dynamics in theI-S2 system for the various coupling
topologies (perfect agreement is indicated by the solid line of
slope 1.0). For a given exact simulation input distance corre-
sponding to the active dipolar coupling, the majority of best-fit
distances obtained from the approximate simulations, which span
a wide range of passive couplings and relative orientations, are
well within (10% of the input distance (indicated by the dashed
lines), and virtually all best-fit distances are within(20% of
the input distance (indicated by the dotted lines). A closer
examination of the results indicates that the approximate best-
fit distances, which differ by more than 10% from the input
distance used for the AHT simulation, correspond to a small
subset of coupling topologies for which the two dipolar
couplings are of similar magnitude and the angle between the
dipolar vectors is in theθ ) 0-20° range. This is consistent
with previous observations.24,35The uncertainties of(10-20%
in the 3D TEDOR distance measurements are reasonable, and
the utility of the simple analytical simulation model is further
supported by good correspondence between the NMR and X-ray
distances determined for the di- and tripeptides investigated here
(see Results and Discussion section).

Finally, we note that the uncertainties in the distances
measured by using 3D TEDOR experiments are somewhat larger
than those obtained for frequency-selective REDOR measure-
ments. For example, the error in a13C-15N distance measured
as 4.0 Å by using 3D TEDOR can be assumed to be in the
(0.4-0.8 Å range. By comparison, distances in the 4 Å regime
measured by using FSR had typical uncertainties on the order
of 0.1-0.2 Å.43 The 3D TEDOR experiments, however, provide
a more general approach to the determination of multiple
structural constraints in uniformly13C,15N-labeled systems.

Results and Discussion

Distance Measurements in [U-13C,15N]N-Acetyl-Val-Leu.
In the following we apply the 3D TEDOR experiments to the
simultaneous measurement of multiple carbon-nitrogen dis-
tances in U-13C,15N-labeled peptides,N-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu (N-
ac-VL) andN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe (N-f-MLF).

N-Acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu represents an excellent model system
for the 3D TEDOR experiments. The three-dimensional structure
of the peptide (see Figure 4) has been determined by using X-ray
crystallography.69 Furthermore, various SSNMR structural stud-
ies, which include complete13C and15N resonance assignments

and carbon-nitrogen distance measurements,43 have been
performed for N-ac-VL.

In Figure 5, we show representative two-dimensional slices
from the broadband 3D TEDOR experiments corresponding to
mixing times in the rangetmix ≈ 4-16 ms. The spectra in Figure
5a-c and 5d-f were acquired by using the pulse sequence in
Figure 1a with thez-filter periods (highlighted by gray
rectangles) omitted and included, respectively. For clarity, only
the aliphatic13C resonances are shown, where the cross-peak
assignments are based on previous studies.43 While for short
mixing times (tmix ≈ 1-2 ms), which reveal correlations
between directly bonded13C and15N nuclei, the 2D spectra with
and without thez-filter periods are nearly identical, for longer
mixing times the spectra are clearly degraded due to13C-13C
J-evolution, as described in detail in the Appendix. The essential

(68) Haeberlen, U.High-Resolution NMR in Solids: SelectiVe AVeraging;
Academic Press: New York, 1976.

(69) Carroll, P. J.; Stewart, P. L.; Opella, S. J.Acta Crystallogr.1990, C46,
243-246.

Figure 6. 3D ZF TEDOR cross-peak buildup curves in [U-13C,15N]N-
acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu. The buildup curves were acquired by using the pulse
sequence in Figure 1a and correspond to cross-peaks observed for the Val
Câ (a), Val Cγ1 (b), and Val Cγ2 (c) resonances in the 2D correlation spectra
in Figure 5d-f. For each13C, the experimental buildup curves corresponding
to the Val (b) and Leu (O) 15N sites were fit (s) by using analytical
expressions in eq 10 based on the zeroth-order Bessel function approxima-
tion. The13C-13C J-coupling constants used in the fits were measured in
a separate experiment (see Table 1). The cross-peak buildup curves shown
correspond to carbon-nitrogen distances in the 2.5-4.7 Å regime (the actual
distances measured are noted in the insets). Similar simulations were
performed for the remaining cross-peaks (cf. Figure 5), and the resulting
13C-15N internuclear distances are summarized in Table 2.
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spectral features due to theJ-couplings in the form of spurious
cross-peaks and phase-twisted lines are observed experimentally
(Figure 5a-c). These artifacts can be suppressed by using the
z-filter periods resulting in 2D spectra with pure absorption mode
peaks (Figure 5d-f) and hence optimal resolution and sensitiv-
ity.

ForN-acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu, a number of13C-15N correlations
are observed in Figure 5. Each cross-peak is labeled with the
13C and15N frequencies characteristic of the dipolar coupled
nuclei and can be used to obtain internuclear distance informa-
tion. In Figure 6, we demonstrate the 3D TEDOR distance
measurements from Val Câ and both Val Cγ carbons to the Val
and Leu nitrogens. The cross-peak intensities, corresponding
to carbon-nitrogen distances in the 2.5-4.7 Å range, are plotted
in Figure 6a-c as a function of the TEDOR mixing time,tmix.
The internuclear distances were determined by fitting the
experimental buildup curves using the analytical model de-
scribed in the Theoretical Background section (cf. eq 10).

For 13C nuclei having relatively strongJ-couplings to other
13C spins, such as CO and CR, cross-peaks corresponding to
approximately 4 Å and longer distances were found to be at
the limit of detection by using 3D ZF TEDOR, even for the
simple spin system of two15N nuclei represented byN-acetyl-

L-Val-L-Leu. Specifically, the Ac(C′)-Leu(N) and Leu(C′)-
Val(N) cross-peaks had very poor signal-to-noise ratios, and
the corresponding distances were difficult to quantify. Using
the band-selective pulse sequence (3D BASE TEDOR) shown
in Figure 1b, which refocuses the homonuclearJ-couplings,
cross-peaks corresponding to the weak dipolar couplings could

Figure 7. Representative two-dimensional slices from the 3D BASE TEDOR experiment for13CO nuclei and cross-peak buildup curves in [U-13C,15N]N-
acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu. The pulse sequence in Figure 1b was used with the carrier placed in the carbonyl region and a Gausian band-selective13C refocusing
pulse of 0.4 ms. Experimental parameters are described in the text, and the 3D data set was recorded as described in Figure 5. For the relatively short
TEDOR mixing time (a), only the trivial one- and two-bond13C-15N correlations are observed. However, with a longer mixing period (b), all cross-peaks
expected in the CO region are detected (we note that cross-peaks corresponding to the weakest dipolar couplings were at the limit of detection when using
the 3D ZF TEDOR sequence). The buildup curves for Val C′ (c) and Ac C′ (d) corresponding to the Val (b) and Leu (O) 15N sites were fit (s) by using
analytical expressions in eq 10, and the distances measured are found in the insets. All13C-15N internuclear distances measured in N-ac-VL are summarized
in Table 2.

Figure 8. Comparison of carbon-nitrogen distances inN-acetyl-L-Val-L-
Leu measured by using X-ray diffraction69 and 3D ZF TEDOR (b) and
3D BASE TEDOR (O) experiments (see text for discussion of uncertainties
in measured distances).
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be easily detected (Figure 7). Their buildup curves were used
to measure the13C-15N internuclear distances.

The carbon-nitrogen distance measurements inN-acetyl-L-
Val-L-Leu are summarized in Figure 8 and Table 2. A total of
20 distances between∼1.3 and 5 Å were measured in the
peptide by using 3D ZF TEDOR and 3D BASE TEDOR. The
measured distances are in good agreement with the X-ray crystal
structure69 and previous SSNMR studies.43 Note that the slight
systematic discrepancy between X-ray and NMR results for the
longest distances measured (r > ∼4.5 Å) is most likely caused
by residual intermolecular dipolar couplings resulting from the
insufficient dilution of [U-13C,15N]N-ac-VL in natural abundance
N-ac-VL.

Distance Measurements inN-Formyl-[U- 13C,15N]Met-Leu-
Phe. N-Formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe represents a more compli-
cated spin system, where each13C can interact with up to three

15N nuclei. Figure 9 shows the X-ray crystal structure of the
methyl ester analogue of N-f-MLF,N-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-
Phe-OMe (N-f-MLF-OMe).70 A number of13C-15N distances
in N-f-MLF were determined previously by using frequency-
selective REDOR and found to be in good agreement with the
corresponding distances in N-f-MLF-OMe.43 In fact, the overall
three-dimensional structure of N-f-MLF determined recently by

Figure 9. X-ray crystal structure ofN-formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe-OMe.70

Figure 10. Representative two-dimensional slices for the 3D ZF TEDOR experiment inN-formyl-[U-13C,15N]L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe. The 2D spectra shown in
(a) and (c) (with the 1D slices corresponding to Met, Leu and Phe15N resonances shown in (b) and (d)) were recorded at 500 MHz1H frequency andωr/2π
) 10 kHz( 5 Hz by using the pulse sequence in Figure 1a, with thez-filter delays of∆ ) 200µs. Additional experimental parameters are described in the
text. The 3D data set consisted of 16 2D spectra acquired for TEDOR mixing times up to 18 ms and incremented in a nonlinear fashion in order to maximize
the information content and minimize the duration of the experiment. Each 2D spectrum was acquired as (19, 1024) complex points in (t1, t2), with time
increments of (800, 20)µs, resulting in acquisition times of (14.4, 20.5) ms. Each FID was 128 scans, with a 3 srecycle delay, yielding a total measurement
time of ∼67 h.

Table 2. Internuclear Distances in N-Acetyl-L-Val-L-Leu

rC-N (Å)a

atoms 3D ZF TEDOR 3D BASE TEDORb X-rayc

Val(N) Ac(C′) 1.4 1.4 1.33
Ac(CR) 2.4 2.4 2.39
Val(C′) 2.4 2.4 2.39
Val(CR) 1.5 - 1.45
Val(Câ) 2.5 - 2.46
Val(Cγ1) 3.1 3.0 2.95
Val(Cγ2) 4.0 3.8 3.81
Leu(C′) - 4.6 5.37
Leu(Cδ2) 4.9 5.0 5.52

Leu(N) Ac(C′) 4.0 4.1 4.28
Val(C′) 1.4 1.3 1.33
Val(CR) 2.4 - 2.44
Val(Câ) 3.3 - 3.44
Val(Cγ1) 4.7 4.3 4.69
Val(Cγ2) 3.5 3.4 3.38
Leu(C′) 2.4 2.5 2.47
Leu(CR) 1.2 - 1.45
Leu(Câ) 2.4 - 2.48
Leu(Cγ) 3.3 - 3.29
Leu(Cδ2) 3.4 3.5 3.25

a See text for a detailed discussion of uncertainties associated with the
NMR distance measurements.b Measurements of distances marked with a
“-” for 3D BASE TEDOR were not attempted.c Reference 69.
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using SSNMR methods49 is in close agreement with the N-f-
MLF-OMe X-ray structure.

Figure 10 shows representative 2D15N-13C correlation
spectra inN-formyl-[U-13C,15N]L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe recorded by
using 3D ZF TEDOR. A large number of dipolar correlations
(∼20) are observed in the aliphatic13C region for the spectrum
acquired with 10 ms of TEDOR mixing (Figure 10c), and each
cross-peak carries information about13C-15N internuclear
distances. The13C and15N resonance assignments for N-f-MLF
have been presented in previous studies.4,43,71 The 3D ZF
TEDOR cross-peak buildup curves for selected13C sites
corresponding to distances in the 2.5-5.8 Å range are shown
in Figure 11.

The 3D BASE TEDOR experiment is demonstrated in Figure
12 for distance measurements in N-f-MLF involving13CO sites.
Here, the dipolar coupling between Met(C′) and Phe(N) is of
most interest. It corresponds to an internuclear distance of 3.4
Å and provides direct information about backbone conformation.
The Met(C′)-Phe(N) cross-peak (at the limit of detection using
3D ZF TEDOR) is easily detected (Figure 12b), and its buildup
can be used to determine the internuclear distance (Figure 12c).

The carbon-nitrogen distance measurements inN-formyl-
L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe are summarized in Figure 13 and Table 3.
A total of 26 distances between∼1.3 and 6 Å were measured
in N-f-MLF by using 3D ZF TEDOR and 3D BASE TEDOR.
The measured distances are in good agreement with the
corresponding X-ray diffraction distances in N-f-MLF-OMe70

and previous SSNMR studies.43 We note here that, for dem-
onstration purposes, we have applied 3D BASE TEDOR to
distance measurements involving13C resonances other than13CO
in both peptides (buildup curves are not shown). The13C-15N
distances measured by using the band-selective experiments in
the methyl region of N-ac-VL and the Câ region in N-f-MLF
corresponded closely to the distances determined by using 3D
ZF TEDOR (see Tables 2 and 3).

Finally, we note that many dipolar couplings measured in
N-ac-VL and N-f-MLF by using the 3D TEDOR techniques
corresponded to the trivial one- and two-bond13C-15N dis-
tances, which do not restrain the peptide structure, and served
as control experiments. In N-ac-VL, 10 structurally interesting
distances (r > ∼3 Å) were measured, and in N-f-MLF, 13 such
distances were determined. A number of distances in the 3-4
Å regime (e.g., Val(Câ)-Leu(N), Val(Cγ1)-Val(N), and Leu(Cγ)-
Leu(N) in N-ac-VL; Met(Câ)-Leu(N), Met(Cγ)-Met(N), and
Leu(Câ)-Phe(N) in N-f-MLF) depend on a singleψ or ø torsion

(70) Gavuzzo, E.; Mazza, F.; Pochetti, G.; Scatturin, A.Int. J. Pept. Protein
Res.1989, 34, 409-415.

(71) Hong, M.; Griffin, R. G.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1998, 120, 7113-7114.

Figure 11. 3D ZF TEDOR cross-peak buildup curves inN-formyl-[U-
13C,15N]L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe. The buildup curves were acquired by using the
pulse sequence in Figure 1a and correspond to cross-peaks observed for
the Met Câ (a), Leu Câ (b), and Met Cε (c) resonances in the 2D correlation
spectra in Figure 10. For each13C, the experimental buildup curves
corresponding to the Met (solid circles), Leu (gray circles), and Phe (open
circles)15N sites were fit (s) by using analytical expressions in eq 10 based
on the zeroth-order Bessel function approximation. The values of13C-13C
J-coupling constants used in the fits were 55 Hz for1JCO-CR and 34 Hz for
all otherJ-couplings. The cross-peak buildup curves shown in the figure
correspond to carbon-nitrogen distances in the 2.5-5.8 Å regime (actual
distances measured are found in the insets). Similar simulations were
performed for the remaining cross-peaks (cf. Figure 10), and the13C-15N
internuclear distances are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Internuclear Distances in N-Formyl-L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe

rC-N (Å)a

atoms 3D ZF TEDOR 3D BASE TEDORb X-rayc

Met(N) Met(C′) - 2.5 2.40
Met(CR) 1.5 - 1.46
Met(Câ) 2.5 2.6 2.50
Met(Cγ) 3.8 - 3.04
Met(Cε) 5.3 - 5.71
Leu(Cδ2) 6.1 - 6.28

Leu(N) Met(C′) - 1.3 1.33
Met(CR) 2.6 - 2.44
Met(Câ) 3.2 3.2 3.20
Met(Cγ) 5.0 - 4.56
Met(Cε) 5.8 - 5.93
Leu(C′) - 2.4 2.46
Leu(CR) 1.5 - 1.46
Leu(Câ) 2.6 2.6 2.50
Leu(Cδ2) 3.9 - 3.63

Phe(N) Met(C′) - 3.4 3.41
Met(Câ) 3.9 3.8 4.06
Met(Cγ) 5.6 - 5.43
Met(Cε) 5.2 - 5.62
Leu(C′) - 1.3 1.34
Leu(CR) 2.3 - 2.43
Leu(Câ) 3.2 3.1 3.12
Leu(Cδ2) 6.0 - 5.38
Phe(C′) - 2.7 2.37
Phe(CR) 1.4 - 1.47
Phe(Câ) 2.6 2.6 2.53

a See text for a detailed discussion of uncertainties associated with the
NMR distance measurements.b Measurements of distances marked with a
“-” for 3D BASE TEDOR were not attempted.c Reference 70.
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angle, and the longer distances in the 4-6 Å range contain
information about multipleφ, ψ, andø torsion angles. These
13C-15N distance measurements place very strong constraints
on the overall peptide structure (particularly on the side chain
conformations), but in general they should be used in combina-
tion with other structure determination methods, such as
chemical shift assignments, and direct measurements of torsion
angles, to uniquely define a three-dimensional peptide struc-
ture. This approach was used for N-f-MLF, where long-range
13C-15N distance measurements43 were combined with
measurements of 10φ, ψ, and ø torsion angles from dipolar
tensor correlation experiments48 and used as constraints in the

calculation of a three-dimensional SSNMR structure for the
tripeptide.49

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented two 3D TEDOR NMR
experiments for the simultaneous measurement of multiple
carbon-nitrogen distances in uniformly13C,15N-labeled solids
in site-specific fashion. The novel feature of the experiments is
that they are specifically compensated for the detrimental effects
of 13C-13C J-couplings on the measurements of long-range
carbon-nitrogen distances. The experiments are robust and
straightforward to implement. Qualitatively, the13C-15N cor-
relations in themselves provide direct information about three-
dimensional structure, and quantitative distance measurements
were performed by using a simple analytical simulation model,
which accounts explicitly for multiple spin-spin couplings
contributing to cross-peak buildup. The utility of the experiments
for structural studies was demonstrated by measurements of 20
and 26 carbon-nitrogen distances up to∼5-6 Å in two
uniformly 13C,15N-labeled peptides. Specifically, 1013C-15N
distances measured in N-ac-VL and 13 distances in N-f-MLF
are greater than 3 Å and provide valuable structural constraints.
We expect the 3D TEDOR experiments demonstrated here on
microcrystalline peptides to be applicable to structural measure-
ments in noncrystalline biological systems, such as amyloid
fibrils and membrane proteins. We have recently used 3D ZF
TEDOR to simultaneously measure multiple13C-15N distances
in the 3-5 Å range in a U-13C,15N-labeled amyloid fibril-
forming peptide, and applications to distance measurements in
the bacteriorhodopsin active site47 can be envisaged.

Figure 12. Representative two-dimensional slices from the 3D BASE TEDOR experiment for13CO nuclei and cross-peak buildup curves inN-formyl-
[U-13C,15N]L-Met-L-Leu-L-Phe. The pulse sequence in Figure 1b was used with the carrier frequency on resonance with the carbonyl region of the spectrum
and a Gausian band-selective13C refocusing pulse of 0.4 ms. Experimental parameters are described in the text. The 3D data set was recorded as (12, 1024,
8) points in (t1, t2, tmix), with time increments of (0.8, 0.02, 2.0) ms, resulting in acquisition times of (8.8, 20.5, 16.0) ms. Each FID was 256 scans, the
recycle delay was 3 s, and (t1, t2) points were acquired as complex pairs, yielding a total measurement time of∼42 h. The buildup curves for Met C′ (c) and
Leu C′ (d) corresponding to the Met (solid circles), Leu (gray circles), and Phe (open circles)15N sites were fit (s) by using analytical expressions in eq
10, and the distances determined are indicated in the insets. All13C-15N internuclear distances measured in N-f-MLF are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 13. Comparison of carbon-nitrogen distances inN-formyl-L-Met-
L-Leu-L-Phe measured by using 3D ZF TEDOR (b) and 3D BASE TEDOR
(O) with the corresponding X-ray diffraction distances determined for
N-f-MLF-OMe70 (see text for discussion of uncertainties in measured
distances).
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Appendix

In this section we calculate the 3D TEDOR spin dynamics
in the simplest multiple-spin system (I2-S) having heteronuclear
dipolar and homonuclearJ-couplings. Although this is much
simpler than the spin systems represented by the uniformly
13C,15N-labeled peptides, it is sufficient to demonstrate the
detrimental effects due to homonuclearJ-couplings and explain
the main features observed in the experimental 2D correlation
spectra shown in Figure 5a-c. We consider the 3D TEDOR
pulse sequence shown in the Figure 1a, where thez-filter
periods,∆, are set to zero (i.e., the homonuclearJ-coupling is
active throughout the entire experiment). In the analysis, it is
sufficient to follow the evolution of the transverse magnetization
corresponding to one of the spins, for instanceI1x. The results
can be extended to the second spin by simply interchanging
the labels 1 and 2. For consistency, in the following derivations
we use the notation introduced in eqs 1-5 of the Theoretical
Background section.

For the modelI2-S spin system, the effective Hamiltonian
during the REDOR mixing periods is given by

Therefore, after the first REDOR mixing period followed by
the 90° pulses applied on theI andS channels,I1x transforms
to

The applied phase cycle eliminates all coherences which con-
tain only I-spin operators after the first REDOR mixing
period, and retains terms which depend on transverseS-spin
operators:

Thus, in addition to the desired anti-phase coherence (∼I1zSy),
which reflectsI-Sdipolar correlations and carriesI-Sdistance
information, an additional term (∼I1xI2ySy) is also generated,
which depends onI-I correlations and is represented by a
combination of zero-quantum (ZQ) and double-quantum (DQ)
spin coherences with respect toI-spin operators.

The REDOR excitation is followed by a free evolution period
(t1) under the Hamiltonian

This leads to

where we have retained only the cosine-modulated chemical
shift terms, and the following notation for the ZQ and DQ
coherences was used:52

The I1zSy coherence in eq A5 is modulated by theS-spin
chemical shift,ΩS, and gives rise to the desired cross-peaks
located at (ΩS,ΩI) in the 2D spectra. The zero- and double-
quantum coherences evolve in the indirect dimension with
frequenciesΩ1I(Ω2I(ΩS, giving rise to spurious cross-peaks.
For the simpleI2-S spin system, only the isotropic chemical
shift terms in the Hamiltonian in eq A4 contribute to the spin
dynamics duringt1. For larger spin systems having multipleI-I
J-couplings, the scalar interactions would also contribute to the
evolution, resulting in more complicated dynamics.

The second pair of 90° pulses followed by the REDOR
mixing period generatesI-spin coherences, which are subse-
quently detected during the acquisition of the FID int2. The
coherences are represented by both in-phase (∼Ix) and anti-
phase (∼IyIz) terms:

Under the chemical shift and homonuclearJ-coupling interac-
tions, the in-phase terms (∼Ix) in eq A7 give rise to purely
absorptive doublets split by theJ-coupling,

while the anti-phase terms (∼IyIz) generate purely dispersive
doublets with anti-phase components:

The superposition of these signals results in phase-twisted lines
in the direct dimension and prohibits the extraction of reliable
cross-peak intensities.

In summary, even for relatively simple multiple-spin systems,
the presence of homonuclearJ-couplings leads to quite com-

H ) ∑
k)1,2

ωkIkzSz + πJ2I1zI2z (A1)

I1x f (I1xcJ - 2I1zI2ysJ)cω1 - 2(I1zcJ + 2I1xI2ysJ)Sysω1 (A2)

I1x f -2(I1zcJ + 2I1xI2ysJ)Sysω1 (A3)

H ) ∑
k)1,2

ΩIkIkz + ΩSSz + πJ2I1zI2z (A4)

I1x f -2I1zSysω1cJ cos(ΩSt1)

- ZQxSxsω1sJ{cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 + ΩS)t1] -
cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]}

+ ZQySysω1sJ{cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 + ΩS)t1] +
cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]}

+ DQxSxsω1sJ{cos[(ΩI1 + ΩI2 + ΩS)t1] -
cos[(ΩI1 + ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]}

+ DQySysω1sJ{cos[(ΩI1 + ΩI2 + ΩS)t1] +
cos[(ΩI1 + ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]} (A5)

ZQx ) I1xI2x + I1yI2y, ZQy ) I1yI2x - I1xI2y

DQx ) I1xI2x - I1yI2y, DQy ) I1xI2y + I1yI2x

(A6)

I1x f - (I1xcJ
2 - 2I1yI2zsJcJ)sω1

2 cos(ΩSt1)

- (I1xcJ
2 + 2I1yI2zsJcJ)sω1

2 {cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 + ΩS)t1] +
cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]}

- (I2xcJ
2 + 2I2yI1zsJcJ)sω1sω2{cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 +

ΩS)t1] - cos[(ΩI1 - ΩI2 - ΩS)t1]} (A7)

I1x f I1+(ei(ΩI1-J/2)t2 + ei(ΩI1+J/2)t2) (A8)

2I1yI2z f iI1+(ei(ΩI1-J/2)t2 - ei(ΩI1+J/2)t2) (A9)
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plicated spin dynamics. TheJ-couplings generate artifacts in
the 2D correlation spectra in the form of spurious cross-peaks
and phase-twisted lines, which degrade the resolution and
prohibit the extraction of reliable cross-peak intensities. The
J-coupling effects become more severe as the mixing time
increases, since the anti-phase components are modulated by
sin(πJtmix/2). This is clearly a problem for the measurements
of weak dipolar couplings, which typically employ relatively
long mixing times.

The modified 3D TEDOR pulse sequences presented here
make use ofz-filter periods and band-selective refocusing pulses
to suppress the ZQ and DQ spin coherences and refocus the
J-couplings altogether, respectively. Both experiments generate
pure absorption mode 2D spectra, where the cross-peaks located
at (ΩS,ΩI) depend primarily on dipolarI-S correlations and
can be used to determine internuclear distances.

JA026385Y
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